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MAT.03.TE.1.0000G.K.238 C1 T1 
Sample Item ID: MAT.03.TE.1.0000G.K.238 

Grade: 03 
Claim(s): Claim 1: Concepts and Procedures  

Students can explain and apply mathematical concepts and 
interpret and carry out mathematical procedures with 
precision and fluency. 

Assessment Target(s): 1 K: Reason with shapes and their attributes.  
Content Domain: Geometry 

Standard(s): 03.G.2 
Mathematical Practice(s): 1, 2, 4 

DOK: 1 
Item Type: TE 

Score Points: 2 
Difficulty: L 

Key: See Sample Top-Score Response. 
Stimulus/Source:  

Target-Specific Attributes 
(e.g., accessibility issues): 

Students with visual impairments may have accessibility 
issues. 

Notes: Template: Partition Object Then Select; require AI scoring 
for fraction. 

 
Use the line tool to separate the rectangle below into 8 equal 
parts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use the shading tool to shade one part of the whole rectangle.  
 
What fraction of the whole rectangle is represented by the part 
of the rectangle you shaded? Type your answer in the space 
provided. 
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Sample Top-Score Response: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 1 
 8 

 

 
Scoring Rubric: 
 
Responses to this item will receive 0–2 points, based on the following: 
 
2 points: The student shows thorough understanding of partitioning shapes into parts with 

equal areas and expressing the area of each part as a unit fraction as a whole 
by dividing the rectangle into 8 equal pieces, shading one of the pieces, and 
writing 1/8. 

 
1 point: The student shows partial understanding of partitioning shapes into parts with 

equal areas and expressing the area of each part as a unit fraction as a whole 
by dividing the rectangle into 8 equal pieces and shading one of the pieces OR 
writing 1/8 OR dividing the rectangle into a number of pieces other than 8 and 
shading one part, but writing the correct unit fraction based on the error. 

 
0 points: The student shows little or no understanding of partitioning shapes into parts 

with equal areas and expressing the area of each part as a unit fraction as a 
whole. 

 
Item Code: MAT.03.TE.1.0000G.K.238 
Template: Partition Object Then Select 
 
Interaction Space Parameters:  
A. Rectangle (w=200,h=100) 
B. True 
C. True 
D. True 
E. 10 
F. False 
G. N/A 
 
Scoring Data:  
{Number of Partitions, Number Selected, Score} 
{8, 1, 1} 
 


